We read with interest the article by Gasparyan et al.[@B1] discussing currently available author-level metrics. The authors discussed indices for evaluating the impact of research conducted and published by an individual author. Even today, many academics equate the value of research conducted by an individual with the Impact Factor (IF) of the journal where it has been published. In doing so, they fail to understand the limitations of citation metrics such as the IF,[@B2] which are meant to reflect the readership interest to the journal. Getting one\'s article into a high-impact journal does not mean that the article is of the same level as the average article of the journal. Instead, the number of citations garnered by the article over time reflects its true merit (not necessarily scientific quality).

As the authors rightly pointed out,[@B1] indices such as the *h*-index, which reflects the number of articles which have garnered at least the number of citations equal to the index, are being increasingly recognized as valuable author-level metrics. The *h*-index can vary depending on which database it is derived from, and the index derived from Google Scholar may be misleading.[@B1] Users of Google Scholar may have their account set to the default mode of including publications automatically, which can result in the unintentional addition of publications from authors sharing one or more initials with the author\'s name, which distorts author-level metrics. In this context, however, it is important to understand that reliable subscription databases which provide the *h*-index, such as Scopus and Web of Science (WoS),[@B1] are limited in their accessibility to researchers from economically less-privileged regions of the world. Therefore, authors from these parts of the world often quote their *h*-index based on freely available Google Scholar. And they are advised to mention in their CVs the source of the *h*-index calculation (Scopus, Google Scholar, or other) and the date when it was last updated.

Another commonly used scholarly platform is ResearchGate.[@B1] While it is rightly thought of as a social media interaction site for academia, one of the features it provides for users is author-level metrics. One useful feature that the ResearchGate *h*-index provides is an additional *h*-index excluding self-citations. This may help screen out excessive self-citations which artificially inflate one\'s own *h*-index. Another important consideration is the ResearchGate Score (RG score), which some academics cite in their CVs. One must exercise caution while using this metric, since the basis for its calculation is proprietary to ResearchGate (i.e., not publicly available), and is based not only on publications and their popularity, but also involvement in other social media activities such as asking and answering questions on the website.[@B3]

The use of author-level indices as criteria for academic promotions merits consideration. As an example, the prevalent criteria for the promotion of teachers in medical institutions in India, from assistant professor to associate professor or professor, require a certain number of years of experience as well as at least two publications at each stage as the first or corresponding author in indexed journals.[@B4] There is a lack of clarity as to the quality of these publications or indexing agencies with which these articles are indexed, and this is a matter of ongoing debate.[@B5] The authors are of the opinion that since the actual quality of published work is determined by the number of citations garnered over time, it might be worthwhile including author-level metrics such as the *h*-index in such criteria. It might be reasonable to expect a Scopus-based *h*-index of at least 10 for promotion to associate professor and 15 for promotion to a full professorship. This suggestion, however, needs to be tempered with other considerations. First, there should be a policy at the national level mandating universities and institutions to enable greater access to Scopus, which is the largest citation database. In developing countries like India, immense clinical patient load, lack of universally available basic funding and facilities for quality research, and poor career demarcations and prioritizations into clinical work/teacher/researcher and its combinations thereof need to be considered. The pressure of measuring up to certain metrics in medical institutions in developing countries must be tempered by the working realities and priorities of the region. Second, there is an unmet need of arousing greater awareness about such author and researcher level indices amongst academics, while warning them about the potential fallacies of a poorly maintained Google Scholar account (and its resultant indices) as well as over-reliance on indices generated from sites such as ResearchGate. Thirdly, academics should be made aware of the need to accurately list the source (therefore reflecting the reliability) of indices as the *h*-index listed on their CV. Another point worth considering is that not only research publications, but also involvement in other scientific activities such as peer reviewing manuscripts are important in the overall academic development of a researcher; therefore, it might be worthwhile devising and mentioning indices to reflect peer review activities derived from websites such as Publons.
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